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As our government continues to bumble and stumble at full speed towards World War III, the
concept of tripwires and the legal authority of Article 5 become required understanding for
the vigilant citizen.

Last week the American people received the then-breaking news that a missile had landed
in Poland and killed two people.

Ukraine’s President Volodymyr Zelensky said that this  was a purposeful  act  of  war by
Russia, and that the West must respond with full kinetic retaliation.

He was joined by his amen corner here in the United States, that group of politicians, regime
journalists, and paid lobbyists who have sold out their country for the requisite thirty pieces
of silver.

The War Party immediately jumped into action: this was what they’ve been waiting, praying
for. A catalyst to launch the missiles, and sacrifice the world.

Poland, like the United States and nearly all of Europe, is a member of NATO, the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization. (Maybe we should wonder why countries like Poland, Estonia,
and Romania are in an “Atlantic” alliance.)

A provision of NATO is Article 5, which popular conception treats as a mandatory obligation
to go to war when a member of the alliance is attacked.

It’s a one way pass into World War III.
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There were just two things wrong with this narrative.

First, as was revealed within forty-eight hours and confirmed by both the Polish government
and Biden White House, the missile was Ukrainian, not Russian.

Vladimir Putin had not attacked NATO—purposefully or accidentally. Instead, a Ukrainian air
defense missile attempting to intercept a Russian strike went off trajectory killed two Poles
across the border.

All of a sudden “collective security” was no longer threatened, and no one on cable news
was talking about how this required NATO retaliation on Kiev. (Surprised?)

Secondly, even if it had been a Russian missile, and even if Vladimir Putin himself had aimed
directly at that Polish farm, Article 5 obligates the United States to nothing.

The NATO Treaty also has an Article 11, which specifies that the provisions of the alliance
will  be carried out in accordance with the domestic constitutions and processes of the
respective members.

That means a majority vote of the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives on a formal
declaration of war.

Any member of Congress or news talking head saying Article 5 requires an immediate
military response without a debate or vote is either lying or woefully uninformed.

And even if the NATO Treaty didn’t have that provision, we’d still rest our argument of
Article I, Section 8 of the United States Constitution, the supreme authority of our laws.

We are a sovereign nation, and the American people always have a choice on whether or
not to go to war. Any international piece of paper trying to say otherwise be damned.

Unfortunately, the War Party doesn’t always make that choice easy. They bribe politicians
with  weapon contract  profits,  flood  the  corporate  press  with  propaganda,  and  instruct  the
American people that they must either commit to endless war or lose their liberty. They
manufacture themselves consent.

This crisis continues to demonstrate why we need Defend the Guard. This legislation would
prohibit the deployment of a state’s National Guard units into active combat without a
declaration of war by Congress.

It’s the best way to tell Washington DC that they can’t go to war without a debate and a
vote by the people’s representatives. And if they try, they won’t have the manpower to fight
such  a  conflict  because  patriotic  state  legislators  won’t  allow  their  National  Guard,  the
backbone  of  the  U.S.  Armed  Forces,  to  participate  in  an  illegal  war.

I have worked to introduce this bill in over twenty states in the past, and my team is already
preparing for the 2023 legislative session.

But to be successful I need your support. Visit DefendTheGuard.US to see if a bill has been
sponsored in your state, or if you need to contact your representative and state senator.

An American people,  active  and informed,  will  not  be  led  into  World  War  III  by  their

https://www.defendtheguard.us/
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irresponsible, stupid leaders.
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